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THE LAW OF THE SEAS:ABARRIER TO
IMPLEMENTATION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
GOA 14
Alexi Nathan
T he inclusion of a stand-alone ocean oal in the UnitedNation's Sustainable Deveclopmecnt Goals (SDGs) shiow-cases the growing recognition of the importance of the
sustainable use of our global oceans. Oceans cover nearl one-
third of the Earth, affecting almost all aspects of life.' They are
responsible for holding 97% of the planefs water and "they pro-
duce more than half of the oxygen in the atmosphere and absorb
the most carbon from it." 2 In addition, "about half of the world's
population lives within [a] coastal zone, and ocean based-busi-
ness contribute[s] to more than $500 billion to the world's econ-
omy." .Oceans have far-reaching effects on human well-being,
as well as the environment and the economy. Sustainable use of
oceans can contribute to reducing global warming, increasing
global employment, and providing sustenance to over three bil-
lion people worldwide.4 lowever, global oceans remain under
valued, mismnaged, and inadequately governed. 5
Despite their recognizable importance, oceans were disap-
pointedly ignored in the SDG's predecessor, the UN Millennium
Development Goals.' However, in 2012, at the UN Conference
for Sustainable De\velopent, oceans gained promience and
visibility in the global sustainable development discussion.7
The final declaration of the Conference, titled "The Future We
Want" contained twenty paragraphs dedicated to the 'Ocean and
Seas,' constituting the largest section in the declaration.' These
paragraphs eventually contributed to the creation of SDG 14,
to "Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine
resources for sustainable development."" The goal is designed to
address a varietV Of issues including marine Pollution, fsheries
conservation, and ocean acidification.'"
While the inclusion of a stand-alone ocean goal in the
SDG's marks an important development in ocean advocacy,
implementation ofthe goal will prove difficult. Implmntation
of SDG 14 will be ov-erned by international law as reflected
within the United Nations Convenition on the Law of the
Seas (UNCLOS)." UNCLOS provides the legal framework
for the conservation and sustainable use Of Oceans and their
resourNcs. 12 IJNCLOS, knowni as the Law of the Seas Treaty
(LOST), was ratified and adopted by 167 parties in 1982.13
The treaty requires parties to adopt regulations and lawNs to
control Pollution of' the mnarine environment. 14 The treaty also
establishes spCcific jurisdictional limits on the ocean area that
countries may claim.')5
Despite its g lobal acceptance, UNCLOS has received con-
tinued criticism since its adoption. One of the major problems
with the Convention is the lack of legal rules regarding the
high seas.1 6 The "high seas" make up the sixty-four percent of
the ocean that is beyond the jurisdiction of any State as defined
by the Convention.'17 When UNCLOS was first negotiated,
th h seas were largely ignored due to inaccessibility.18
However, after almost forty years of technological innovation,
there is virtually nowhere that industrial fishing vessels can-
not reach, conseqluently opening the high seas to exploration
and exploitation." This has led to increased mismanagement,
despite the fact that the high seas play a major role in the over-
all health of our global oceans.2 0)
In many ways, the high seas act as the heart of the entire
marine ecosystem and the health of the high seas, in large part,
reflects the health of the global ocean as a whole.21 However,
the sheer size ofthe high seas makes them extremely difficult
to monitor and control, leading to little protection for the most
vulnerable portions of global oceans. This lack of governance
has led to overfishing, reslting in the exploitation of over
two thirds of the high seas fish stocks.2 The United Nation's
attempt at governance can be found in Article 87 of UNCLOS,
which allows States the freedom to fish and conduct scientific
research, while requiring the States to protect and conserve the
high seas and the rsources within. 23 However, these freedoms
are often exploited by States with the money and ability to do
so, leaving the poorer and under-developed States at a signifi-
cant disadvantage.2
Further problems arise from the fact that UNCLOS only
applies to States, leaving the activities of non-state actors wholly
unregulated by international law.2  This affords private actors,
such as shipping companies, a large amount of flexibility in their
oper-ations. These companies are often motivated by the desire to
reap never-ending profits, wvhich leads to their general disregard
for the health and maintenance of the high seas.26 For example,
in 1984 Japan licensed the Institute of Cetacean Research
(ICR) to conduct researchi projects, which involved the killing
of whales onl the high seas.2 The Sea Shepard Conservation
Society (SSCS), an American NGO, initiated proceedings
against ICR for the violation of environmental laws.2s However,
because both entities are considered private actors, they are not
subject to the same legal obligations as States under Article 87
of UNCLOS.2 Without the same legal implications as States,
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